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An Oversized Impact to Life Sciences Marketing
The life sciences industry has historically designed marketing programs within 
regulatory constraints. The increasing focus on privacy by federal and state 
legislatures as well as technology companies requires life sciences companies 
to adapt their marketing programs and best practices. 3rd party cookies are 
increasingly being blocked by browsers, altering the basis of many marketing 
tactics including ad retargeting and ROI measurement. According to a Klick 
estimate tool, life sciences companies will see an oversized impact from these 
changes compared to other industries.  

According to the State Privacy Law Tracker, created by Ballard Spahr LLP, a legal 
firm with a focus on cyberlaw, there are 12 states with active legislation in addition 
to both the U.S. House and Senate. Passage of the CCPA in California and pending 
legislation in states including New York, Nevada, and Washington will alter the 
ability of marketers to communicate to patients and HCPs. California and New York 
alone would cover nearly 20% of active HCPs in the U.S., restricting or altering 
the way communication is conducted via CRM programs, list rentals, and other 
established marketing tactics.

Significant changes are coming to the way marketers target, track, and engage 
with people across the web. Regulations like the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA)1, and privacy-oriented changes in web browsers will impact how current 
marketing programs are deployed and measured. This Point of View (POV) from 
Klick provides an overview of these recent and upcoming changes, and outlines 
steps marketers can take right now in areas such as consent management, 
analytics, and marketing technology adoption. These steps should allow life 
sciences brands to be in the best possible position to adapt to a changing 
landscape, impacting marketing initiatives.

The basis of many marketing fundamentals from  
retargeting to ROI measurement will be impacted.

https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
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Klick estimates life sciences brands have a higher portion of traffic from Safari, 
which has 3rd party cookies blocked by default, than the U.S. average.The table 
below shows the comparison of overall browser traffic for the U.S. compared to 
HCP and patient websites. 

Current or pending privacy legislation in California and  
New York would impact nearly 20% of active U.S. HCPs.

Browser U.S. Overall
Traffic

Klick Estimate 
for Life Sciences Brands

Pharmaceutical Brands 
Differences vs U.S. Overall

Chrome 50.5% 34.9% -15.5%
Safari 31.0% 46.5% +15.5%

Source: StatCounter, Klick Estimate for Life Sciences Brands2

Life sciences brands expect to have 50% more traffic 
blocking 3rd party cookies vs other industries. 

Klick estimates brand websites have over 45% of traffic from Safari versus the 
U.S. average of slightly over 30%. This will result in life sciences marketing 
programs experiencing a much larger impact from blocked 3rd party cookies. Apple 
effectively blocked 3rd party cookies by default when it updated Safari in the fall 
of 2018 with version 2.0 of Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP). Changes planned 
for Safari with ITP 2.23 could further reduce the use of URL decorating and close 
the window on behavior tracking to 24 hours. Furthermore, in May 2019 Google 
also announced changes4 to Chrome that should further reduce the amount of data 
available for marketing purposes.

Top 7 Browsers Share for All Device Types 

https://webkit.org/blog/8828/intelligent-tracking-prevention-2-2/
https://blog.chromium.org/2019/05/improving-privacy-and-security-on-web.html
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Although the changes to Chrome do not block 3rd party cookies by default, the 
planned updates will provide greater visibility and control of cookies to consumers; 
likely resulting in more 3rd party cookies being blocked.

Uses of 3rd Party Cookies
3rd party cookies are relied on extensively by advertising technology. From 
retargeting ads, to look-alike modeling, measurement plans, and ROI measurement 
against script lift, 3rd party cookies are a key technology enabler. The demise of 
the cookie has been predicted for some time but that has not deterred ad tech 
from blowing wind in its sails. As an increasing part of web traffic is impacted by 
blocked 3rd party cookies, life sciences marketers must find new and alternative 
approaches.
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Retargeting Ads
Retargeting is a form of advertising where marketers are able to target ads to 
internet users that have already visited a brand website with or without having 
performed a key action such as registration or download. Small snippets of code 
are used to cookie site visitors so that media partners can find the individual later 
via other web properties and expose that individual to another ad based on the 
website originally visited. 

The typical site visitor retargeting process depends directly on the ability for an 
external programmatic buying platform, demand-side platform (DSP), or an entity 
like the Google Display Network to tag a marketers site with a piece of code 
that deposits a 3rd party cookie onto the device browser. This then allows the 
marketing platform to later recognize that person as having previously engaged 
with the brand and to deliver a banner ad or video creative. The ITP cookie blocking 
update in browsers like Safari will reduce the scale and capacity to execute such 
programs, as many users will not opt-in to allow the required 3rd party cookies to 
be written or read on their digital devices. 

Start

That’s One Smart Cookie

The cookies starts 
tracking from your site.

Publishers will then 
recognize your visitor 
based on the cookie. 

Visitors are given 
an anonymous cookie 
tracker their first time 
on the site.

New sites will recognize 
your visitor when they
leave your site, and 
can serve them your ads.
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Audience Profiling
Cookie synching is a practice used to exchange data across ad tech platforms to 
create a unified profile using activity across multiple sites and platforms. The figure 
below5 shows how two different cookie pools can be used to create a unified view 
of an individual’s activity.

As 3rd party cookies are increasingly blocked, the information needed to profile 
users has declined. A number of companies have devised alternative solutions to 
the use of 3rd party cookies. Facebook for example has a 1st party cookie option6. 
Facebook and others are also using a technique called link decoration to pass 
information. The changes announced to Safari with version 2.2 of ITP3 will place 
restrictions on link decoration to prevent user tracking across sites, reducing 
the ability of marketers to profile and target users based on activity not obtained 
directly or within a platform such as Facebook or Google.

https://freedom-to-tinker.com/2014/08/07/the-hidden-perils-of-cookie-syncing/
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/471978536642445
https://webkit.org/blog/8828/intelligent-tracking-prevention-2-2/
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Measurement and ROI Calculations
A number of approaches to measuring marketing programs and establishing ROI 
rely on 3rd party cookies and collecting information that may be impacted by 
privacy legislation such as the CCPA. Life sciences marketers should expect to 
collect a smaller amount of data, a reduced ability to attribute off-site activity for 
multi-touch attribution models, and an increased reliance on correlations and proxy 
measurements.

The CCPA has a broad definition of personal information, including IP addresses 
and interactions with advertisements. The law also includes provisions to inform 
consumers about data being collected about them, the purpose of data being 
collected, and an option to opt-out of the sale of personal information without 
denying goods or services. The definition of sale is broad and the impact of this to 
the information exchanged for advertising is under evaluation.  Marketers should 
expect a subset of consumers to opt-out of data collection on sites, and use a 
smaller sample of data for measurements and decision making.

Most website analytics platforms such as Google Analytics or Adobe Analytics rely 
on 1st party cookies and should largely be immune to changes in how browsers 
handle 3rd party cookies. Off-site attribution however relies heavily on 3rd party 
cookies. Media attribution commonly looks at both click-through and view through 
site impact. Click-through impact is when a consumer views an ad, clicks on it, 
and is then directed to a site. View through impact is when a consumer views an 
ad but doesn’t click on the ad. Instead, the consumer visits the site at a later time. 
In this case, the view of the original ad can be attributed to the future site visit. By 
looking at both click and view through, marketers are able to get a much better 
understanding of the impact of media. Because view through attribution is based on 
the use of 3rd party cookies, marketers will have a declining set of data available 
to develop multi-touch attribution models for media through platforms such as data 
management platforms (DMPs).

Proxy measurements and correlations will  
increase in use and relevance.
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1.
2.

4.
5.

Continue to leverage 3rd party prescription-informed data models and enhance them 
with additional proxy and correlation measures.

Employ mobile in-app inventory which is not impacted by browser 3rd party cookie blocking.

Make use of SEM-informed keyword contextual targeting, which leverages only 1st
party cookies.

Explore the rich world of publisher 1st party targeting data which may not be as robust 
as prescription-informed look-alike models based on 3rd party cookies.

3. Focus on proven health condition targeted endemic programs within DTC programs that 
rely strictly on publisher 1st party health condition content targeting.

Currently many media impact programs provide campaign ROI and new script 
(NRx) datasets, and require the utilization of HIPAA compliant data matching 
services such as Crossix or Symphony Health. These providers data-matching 
backbone is directly linked with consumer data match providers like Acxiom, 
LiveRamp, and Experian. Because these providers rely on the reading and writing 
of matched 3rd party cookies there will likely be a large impact to desktop and 
mobile web portions of campaign impact and ROI accountability. The combined 
impact from both legislation such as the CCPA and the reduction of 3rd party 
cookies is that impact and ROI studies will likely require more time in market to 
expose and collect an adequate unique reach audience sample. In order to produce 
a statistically significant data read on both diagnosed and treating audiences, 
programs will need to run for longer, extending timeframes for program evaluation 
and optimization. This will be even more challenging with rare disease conditions, 
where less than 0.1% of the U.S. population is suffering from that disease. Brands 
will be need to establish proxy and correlation measurements in order to adapt to 
this extended timeframe for ROI impact analysis.

Recommendations to Prepare for the Future
As we put consumer privacy at the forefront and put control back in the data 
owners’ hands (the consumer), marketers should consider a number of changes. 
Marketers should examine the extent to which 3rd party-based audience strategies 
are used to define media strategies and expand the portfolio of media targeting 
tactics utilized.   

Life sciences marketers should look to several key pillars to inform their 
media targeting moving forward:
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To ensure marketing programs can continue to be measured and evaluated, life 
sciences companies should assess current measurement plans for their reliance 
on data that will continue to become harder to obtain. Establishing models today 
with data that is available and developing proxy or correlation measures will enable 
marketers to continue to make the most timely and informed decisions possible.

With both privacy regulations and changes to technology such as 3rd party cookie 
blocking by browsers, life sciences marketers are facing many changes that 
require evolving their marketing programs, media, and analytics. This POV has 
provided a brief explanation of the impact of these changes and recommendations 
to adjust to them. To learn more about the changing privacy landscape and how it 
impacts your brand now and in the near future, contact your Klick team or email us 
at connect@klick.com.

Privacy by design positions companies to be nimble 
and react to market changes.

A privacy by design approach will enable life sciences companies to comply 
with emerging privacy regulations. Initial steps such as privacy policy reviews, 
data discovery and mapping can be followed up with establishing a consent 
management technical framework to comply with the CCPA and other regulations. 
Even with a potential advertising exception7, with enforcement of the CCPA 
beginning in 2020 this is an area all life sciences marketers should begin to assess 
and plan for in the summer of 2019.

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200SB753
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WANT TO TALK MORE ABOUT  
COOKIES CRUMBLE AS PRIVACY RISES?

GIVE US A SHOUT AT  
CONNECT@KLICK.COM
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